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NPC – Rob Lemmens – EO Bugalot


Last Time on the U.S.S. Tal-War...

The U.S.S. Tal-War was caught off guard by a sudden attack of a Defiant Class vessel. So far they have pounded each other moderately... join us again as we watch the continuation...

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Tal-War Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
::Is sitting at the Big Chair tm whilst the action continues::
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::at Tac1 quickly coming up with a firing strategy::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Is at Tac2 tracking the Defiant vessel::
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
:: At OPS trying to raise the Defiant on a Comm channel ::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
::at helm doing, setting up the ship's speed and inputting evasive manoeuvres::
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
TO: Take the dorsal phaser array and target the Defiant's shield generators, I'll take the keel arrays and target weapons and propulsion, fire at will.
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CTO: Aye
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::targets the starboard keel array on the Defiant’s weapons array and fires::
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
CTO: Report
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Targets the Defiant's shield generators and fires::
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::targets the port array on the warp nacelles and fires that too::

ACTION: As the defiant turns for another attack run it strikes the Tal-War with several quantum torpedoes....  the ship rocks as all aboard as throw out of balance...

OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
CO: They are ignoring our hails, Captain!
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::AT SCI station 1::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Falls backwards and lands hard on the floor::
CMO_Lt_Kyrron says:
::in sickbay preparing for casualties::
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
::Tumbles forward out of her chair::
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::Is very busy working in ME, trying to keep the power flowing through the ships.::
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::does the enterprise shimmy but regains his balance and helps the TO to his feet::

ACTION: As the Defiant passes the Tal-War, the Akira vessel lashes out with its phaser, trying to cut through the Defiant's shields.....

TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Gets up slowly::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CTO: Thanks chief
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
OPS: Try to remotely access their systems. Force them to listen to us.
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
TO: Thank me later, just get those shields down!
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Returns to Tac2 and continues to try and hit the Defiant::
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
::Climbs back into her chair, adjusting her hair back into its bun::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
:: trying to remain in his seat and sets the ship into 1/2 impulse, kicking in the starboard thrusters to do a fast turn::
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
::Clings to her station with one hand while trying to figuring out how to connect with the Defiant systems::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::gets up off the floor and heads back to his console::
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::fires on his 2 targets again::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Fires again on the shield generators as the Defiant passes by::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
OPS: Lt. do we have an identification record for the Defiant ship?
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CTO: Sir, our shields has dropped down to 30% and the Defiants' are at 60%
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
CTO: What is the situation?
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
:: Looks at the panel by her chair, and notices the shield condition::
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
EO: We need more power to the shields, if possible!
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
CSO: I don't but sensor readings indicate a power signature and configuration that are the same as the Defiant we encountered before, Sir.
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
TO: Send a torpedo! ::turns to the CO:: CO: Shields down to 30% the defiants are stronger, 60% and holding.
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
:: grunts as he hears the TO:: OPS: Remove power from all non-essential systems and move it to the shields.

ACTION: Sensors indicate a second defiant on an intercept course... ETA 5 minutes.

TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Targets a photon torpedo at the vessel's shield generators::
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
ALL: Any inspiration anyone?
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CTO: A second defiant is on course and ETA is 5 minutes!
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::Runs back and forth in ME:: *CO*: Am trying my best to keep this heap of metal flying ma'am. I'll try diverting some power from out secondary stations and decks.
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::spots the other Defiant on sensors:: Self: Damn! ::looks up again:: CO: We have another defiant inbound! ETA 5 minutes.

ACTION: The Tal-War's photon torpedoes hit the Defiant on their aft shields... damaging their propulsion systems.

OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
::starts configuring a sensor pallet to send a scan beam resonating with the Defiant shield frequencies to punch a passage for a comm line:::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
OPS: I was just thinking if we could get a transponder code from SFC for the vessel... Sir..  ::smiles, towards Renee, she must have forgotten about her promotion::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
:: makes the ship do another fast turn:: CTO: Lock on and fire everything you got, I'm doing a fast turn on her.
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
XO: I'm on it! ::locks onto the defiant with everything and fires as the TW comes about::
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
XO: Exeter, I hope you were being honest about being an excellent FCO.  We are going to need one right now
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
::Fingers flying all over her console, Renee finds a tiny opening into the Defiant Comm systems and clings to it::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
CO: Just getting warmed up. We'll disable this one and I suggest we boost shields and give the second one a good walloping.
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Scans the Defiant' systems::
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::Begins working on the diverting the power:: Self: Come on... more power, more power... where does that all go to?
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::prods frantically at his console as he tries to boost the shield gain::
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
CO: I have an access into their Comm systems, Captain.

ACTION: As the EO manages to divert more power to the shields, their strength is raised to 45%...

OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
CSO: Wuer, I could do with some help to keep this going, please?
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
TO: Status!
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CTO: Our shields are at 45% sir!
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
OPS: Excellent! A little good news! what have you found? Keep collecting what information you can. and Try to take as much advantage of the weakness in their systems as possible.
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
TO: Good, try and make sure they stay there. ::fires again::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CTO: Aye chief
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
OPS: Okay, Renee, have you managed to establish a communication lock yet?
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
CTO: Give me some Idea where that Other defiant is coming from and disable the first defiant.
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CTO: Sir, the Defiant's shields are at 42%
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
*EO*: We have access to the Defiant’s Comm systems. Is there any way to trigger a silent self destruct, or an overload, or anything that might help us through this remote connection?
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
XO: I'm working on it... Stand by commander.
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
CSO: I’m linking with your console right now, I'll keep the channel open as long as I can... We need to bypass primary and secondary safeties to get into their database.
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Continues the firing sequences on the Defiant::
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::Ignores the transfer of power as he starts to think.:: *CO*: Perhaps so, but we would need the correct authorisation codes, wouldn't we? How do we know their current crew hasn't fiddled with it?
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
XO: Dead astern Commander, 2 minutes out.
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
CO: We could just disable the first defiant and go max warp to Ferenginar ma'am!

ACTION: The two vessels continue to evade each other with evasive manoeuvres as they inflict minimal damage to each other...

CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
*EO*: Can we do any damage with this connection?
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::connects his console into the shield modulated frequency used to access the Defiants systems::
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::locks all weapons on to the Defiant's weapon arrays and fires a full spread again::
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::Starts working on a solution:: *CO*: Figuring that out as we speak. This will be a challenge though.
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
::keeps right by the side of Wuer, clearing all interferences for him ::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::runs an algorithm decryption programme to pas through the lockouts::
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::Begins to bring up loads of technical information on his display.:: *CO*: How long can we maintain the com connection?
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
CTO: I want you to disable her warp capabilities. You have one minute! CO: I strongly suggest we bug out now.

ACTION: Only 300 kilometres from the Tal-War the second Defiant drops out of warp.... their shields are up and weapons are hot as they close in and lock onto the Tal-War...

OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
CSO: They're going to detect us the moment you break through, I'm hooking us to their scanners.
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::at the same time runs another programme to cause general interference in the Defiants computer matrix, in attempt to mask there hacking attempt::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CTO: Sir, Second Defiant is here and has a lock-on on us!
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::fires another volley at the first defiant::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Targets torpedoes on the first Defiant's warp engines and fires::

ACTION: As the second defiant fires on the Tal-War, the last torpedoes leaving the Tal-War hit the other defiant.. disabling their propulsion system... leaving them at adrift...

OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
::rushes into a window left by the abrupt failure of the propulsion system::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
OPS: Already about that, I', sending an interference program along with the decryption channel.
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
::checks his sensors: ALL: Set course to feringinar. ::sets course:: CTO: Target the 2nd defiants propulsion system as much as possible
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
XO: The first defiant is dead in the water Commander, I suggest we come about and hit the second with everything we've got.
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::targets the second defiant and fires::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CTO: Chief, we are down to 10% at shields, aft shields are failing
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
CSO: I have the door open, do you have the map? ::smiles feebly::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
CTO: we are doing a strategic retreat and we got better things to do. :: Checks his console:: *EO*: Do we have warp speed!
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
TO: Shunt all power to the aft shields, drop the forward ones if you have to!
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
<add thought above + I'=I'm>
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
CSO: Tobius, I need more power to the shields!
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CTO: Aye sir! ::Redirects power to aft shields, leaving the TW without frontal shields::
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::checks the computer:: *XO*: We do sir, but only a max of warp 6. That's all she can do... sorry.
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
CTO: I can shut down all non-essential scientific sensors relays that should free up loads of power if we transfer it to shields
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
XO: Commander, Aft shield emitters are offline, if we run we're as good as dead with the first hit.
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Realizes that aft shield emitters don’t work and redirects the power to forward shields::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
CSO: we got any wonder cure to disable a warp drive?
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::grins at the XO:: XO: Fancy a game of chicken Sir?
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Targets the second Defiant' propulsion system and fires::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
XO: You could always target there propulsion systems, Sir...

ACTION: The secret is out, the second defiant comes around for a next round, targeting the Tal-War aft section and launching several quantum torpedoes...

CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::targets the incoming torpedoes with phasers and fires::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CTO: Bad news, quantum is at our rear!!
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
CO: We are almost into the database, Captain, but if we keep losing power to the shields, our link will break up.
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
TO: target the torpedoes and fire!
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Aids the CTO with phaser firing::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
::does a quick turn and goes for a head on collision with the 2nd defiant:: CTO: Chicken??
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::grins once again:: XO: Chicken sir.
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
XO: We drive at full impulse straight for their bridge and see who chickens out first.
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
::does his best in avoiding the torpedoes::
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
OPS: Do what you can.  We will try to keep things stable for you
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
:: Wuer's algorythms open a passage into the database:: CSO: We are IN. Low level security, I'll look for backdoors to primary systems.
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
XO/CTO: Don't want to be a nag here, but we have only 10% forward shield
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
OPS/CO: I've managed to establish access into a low level security section, downloading availible files.  I'm still run decryption for higher security levels
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::lets loose with all the firepower he can muster::
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::Runs over to the warp core console and starts to find out where he might get more power from to get more out of the drive.::
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
TO: Just use what you have to try and build them up.
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
TO/CSO: Boost those shields!
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
TO: Just give us some more time
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CO: Aye!
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
CTO: Seems we won't be heading anywhere, you've got my permission to send out two squads of fighters to aid us.

ACTION: The salvo of quantum torpedoes impact on the Tal-War's shields..... due to the rapid turn of the ship they hit the starboard shields... but the explosion damages the aft section further... the EO sees the warp field collapse....

TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Redirect any possible power in hands to forward shields and prays::
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
::Leaves Tobius to his own tricks while trying a few of her own. At least one of the intruders will serve as a decoy, never mind which::
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
XO: I'm on it! ::contacts the TIC:: *TIC*: Launch 2 squadrons of fighters immediately, task to search and destroy!
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::His eyes widen:: Self: Oh h.... *CO*: The warp field just collapsed!
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CTO: Sir, Forward shields are at 18%!
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
TO: More! We need more time!
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
*EO*: Secure ME! We need to try and protect the rest of the ship and crew!
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CTO: Trying sir!

ACTION: In a bright shimmer several humans appear in main engineering, dressed in a completely black uniform they do not hesitate and fire at the present crewmen... the EO is one of the first to hit.... hard...

CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::continues firing to the extent of the ship's ability::
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
*EO*: Bugalot!  Report, Bugalot!
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
CTO: Disable, lieutenant, disable........we don't destroy things in Starfleet, lieutenant!
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CTO: sir, I detect phasers at Engineering!!
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
::flicks a look at EO, anguished about power issues, and goes back to her screen to find out she's being hunted back::
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::Looks surprised at the shimmer as he is about to grab for his phaser.:: Shimmer: Identi..... ::And falls to the ground.::

ACTION: The Tal-War continues to hit the second defiant... bring down their shields to 55%..

CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
TO: Send 2 security teams pronto!
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
CTO: Secure the warp core. Force fields!
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
CSO: I've been tagged, you're on your own... I'll keep them running as long as I can...
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::as the decryption programme runs deeper into the defiants system, the database continues to compile::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CTO: Aye! *Sec*: 2 teams to engineering now!
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::remotely activates a level 10 field around the core between volleys, fingers moving more frantically by the second::

ACTION: The XO sees his console go offline... suddenly... all consoles on the bridge go dead....

TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
Self: what the...?
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
OPS: Report!
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
:: exclaims loudly and almost swears in disappointment::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::bangs his hand on the console as the console goes down::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
:: Looks at his console and looks bewildered::
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
::Immediately reaches under her chair to collect what equipment is stored under there::
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
CO: It wasn't our intrusion, Captain, this came from within.
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
Self: How the ... ::Looks up:: XO: Tactical's down!
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Looks at the CTO with worry::
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
ALL: Arm yourselves!
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
ALL: It's being done from ME. I'm pretty sure of it. That'd be why Bugalot didn't answer me
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::grabs a phaser rifle from under the console::
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
CO: Trying to raise backup systems
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Grabs a phaser from under his console::
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
::Pulls out her phaser from her belt::
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
TO: Cover the Jeffreys tubes, I'll take the lifts.
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
::bends with a groan of pain to retrieve a phaser, and stays down to fiddle under her console::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::arms himself with a phaser and grabs his trusty tricorder::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CTO: Aye sir! ::Walks to the nearest open and gets in crawling inside the tubes::

ACTION: Suddenly, all light go off on the bridge and the gravity is turned off.... everyone goes floating...

XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
::grabs his phaser from under his console:: CTO: So is flight!
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
Self: Not twice!
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
Self: Oh crud! ::floats to the ceiling::
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
:: Is glad she already has a grasp of the phaser and tricorder::
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::switches on the light on his Rifle::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::A slight floating feeling surrounds while is inside the Jefferys tube::
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
CSO: When this is over I want a FULL diagnostic of the gravity system!
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
::hardly pays attention to what is happening and merely sprawls her legs to secure her position while trying to bypass a few circuit breakers::

ACTION: A few seconds later the entire staff sees a bright light in front of their eyes.... as it disappears they find themselves in what appears a small cargo bay.... only thing they have with are their uniforms.... hmmm.

TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
Self: What the...?!
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::blinks:: ALL: Is everyone OK?
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CTO: yes chief
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CTO: But, where are we?
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
::Gasps suddenly, as she realises what happened, and shudders as she expects to see someone she doesn't want to see enter the room::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
self: and where is my phaser?
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
::Relaxes a little when, after a few seconds, it doesn't happen::
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
TO: I don't have mine either!
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
:: Looks around:: Self: what's next? They get that annoying ferengi from the Space station close to Bajor doing a sales pitch!

ACTION: The senior staff can see some sort of gas coming from several small holes in the ceiling.....

CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
::Looks around at everyone, and then the holes::
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::sniffs:: ALL: GAS!
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
ALL: Keep close to the floor. Hopefully we will have fresh air for a longer period.
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
Self: Uh oh.... ::Raises his shirt on his mouth and nose::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::notes the gas, wishes he had a tricorder, time for good old fashioner science::
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
::rips part of her uniform sleeve and goes to lay low to avoid the gas as long as possible::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
::looks above and shakes his head:: self: great, what's next we wake up on some medical table and getting probed?
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Comes down to the floor::
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::pulls his uniform top off and ties it over his mouth and nose while dropping to the deck::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
ALL: I suggest we crawl to the corner... more air there
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
::remains standing and looks around:: Self: they ain't gonna kill us so why in god's name bother?
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
XO: Thanks for that happy thought exeter!
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
::thinks again and jumps to her feet:: CSO: Tobius, help me! ::indicated the ceiling and her bit of uniform in her hand.
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
CO: They ain't gonna kill us.
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::runs to Renee at her call:: OPS: What’s the matter Ren?

ACTION: As the sleeping gas fills the room the crew begins to feel dizzy as their views blur...

OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
::grabs his arms, joins his hands and put her foot in it so he raises her::
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
::Whispers to herself, as she becomes dizzy:: Self: What wouldn't I give for a door with a keyhole right now.....
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
Self: I wish I had my teddy bear.... ::Falls asleep::
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::tries to move but gets very drowsy and gives up::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
::walks towards one of the walls and uses it for support then dropping to his knees and falls asleep::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::tries some breathing techniques as he supports Renee::

ACTION: As the entire staff falls asleep the gas is slowly pumped out of the room and the doors open as several guards enter and begin to examine them with medical equipment.

CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::snores::
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
::rolls over while trying to think of a good reason for the ship to go on old and noisy combustion engines ::

ACTION: As the crew wakes up, they find themselves in a medium seized holding cell with a force field between them and freedom....

TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Slowly wakes up looks around and notices the entire crew with him::
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
::slowly opens her eyes, feeling the cold floor, and stretches to get rid of the kinks in her back::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
::wakes up sitting up raising an eyebrow:: Self: well, still alive, ergo we have something they want or need from us.
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CTO: Chief, are you ok?
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::opens his eyes and sits bolt upright:: TO: Where's the Cap'n???
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
::scratches her thigh and balls up comfortably to pursue her nap::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::gets up onto his feet, and prods the force field:: All: Oh well no way out there then
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Points at the CO:: CTO: There
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
ALL: Is everyone accounted for? Did anyone see where Bugalot got to. Is he okay?
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::looks around in a panic then calms upon spotting the CO:: CO: Are you ok Cap'n?
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
::open eyes slowly and takes in the surrounding. What are these people doing in her room and why did they redecorate for??::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
::Looks around counting faces:: CO: well, they invaded Engineering first so I think if Bugalot ain't here..............
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
CTO: I'm fine... but is everyone else?
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Looks around the room and tries to figure out ways to escape it::
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
TO: Check on the crew... I'll figure a way out.
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
::Shakes her head angrily::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CTO: Will do
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
OPS: Are you ok Lt.?
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
Self: What's the point, murdering an innocent engineer. For what?!
CTO_LtJG_MacAllister says:
::Peers out through the force field::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::puts and hand out to Renee and helps her up:: OPS: Your plan didn't work then.
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
TO: I think I'm having a nightmare, what... ::goes up with help from Tobius:: CSO: Oh no.
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
::shrugs as if he could read his CO's mind::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
OPS: Exactly my mind
OPS_LtJG_Santos says:
::looks around and sags against a wall:::

ACTION: The doors of the adjacent room slide open and a familiar person enters the room....  it is Sarah McKeon... dressed in a black uniform..

XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
::gets up and shakes his head and smiles:: ALL: Attention on deck, dead admiral!

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Tal-War Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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